You know the advantages of belonging to your AIHA Local Section. Consider enhancing
those with the advantages of membership in AIHA. AIHA gives you access to a broad
network of resources that will give you that competitive edge. For more than 60 years,
AIHA has been the premier source for industrial hygienists and occupational and
environmental health and safety (OEHS) professionals for technical information and
networking.

AIHA Member Advantages:

• Network of over 10,400 OEHS colleagues;
• Free shipping and members-only discounts on award-winning AIHA publications;
members-only prices for education and conferences including AIHce, PCIH,
•	Discounted
continuing education courses, and web-based distance learning;
•	AIHA’s monthly news magazine, The Synergist, reporting industry news and topics;
•	Exclusive access to the members-only portion of the AIHA website;
the latest scientific research and locate past findings on-line with the Journal of
•	Learn
Occupational and Environmental Hygiene (JOEH);
•	Earn CEU and CM credits for OEHS certifications;
•	Explore career options or find new employees with CareerAdvantage, the leading industry job board;
new insights and ideas through participation on AIHA committees, or in special interest
•	Gain
groups, and participation in online communities;
through government affairs at both the national and state levels, including title
•	Representation
protection;

•	Promotion of the profession through public relations and research projects;
•	Representation domestically and internationally in the standards setting arena.
The Information Advantage
AIHA is the leading resource that industrial hygienists and other OEHS professionals rely on to give
them the tools and information they need to stay current on industry news, trends and best practices.

Community
Professionals join and stay with AIHA because of the access that it provides to a wide range of
industry experts. Your colleagues are often your best source for in-depth insight and guidance.
AIHA gives you the opportunity to connect with your colleagues around the globe.

Credibility
Whether you are a new or seasoned professional, AIHA provides professional development opportunities
and gives you the tools to advance your career to the next level.

Advocacy
AIHA represents the profession in the public policy arena; helps protect the profession from
legislation and regulations that may be detrimental; promotes the profession with government
leaders; and provides “good science” to the policy making process that protects worker health.

AIHA members enjoy all the above benefits and more for just $190 per year.
Visit www.aiha.org to join today!
And, when you join AIHA, your local section will benefit as well. Be sure to enter the name of your
local section and the person who recruited you on the application. For every member your local
section recruits for AIHA, the section has the opportunity to win valuable awards. As well, the
individual recruiter will be entered into the drawings for AIHA’s Member-Get-a-Member campaign.

